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Pegalis Law Group Named to 2022 "Best Law Firm" List by  
U.S. News — Best Lawyers® 

 
  
Lake Success, November 2021… The New York medical malpractice/personal injury law firm of 
Pegalis Law Group, LLC is honored to announce that U.S News & World Report and Best Lawyers® 
have recognized the firm to its 2022 "Best Law Firms" list, as a Long Island Tier One firm for Plaintiffs' 
Personal Injury Litigation and Plaintiffs Medical Malpractice. Achieving a tiered ranking signals a 
unique combination of quality law practice and breadth of legal expertise. Pegalis Law Group has 
been consistently recognized to the "Best Law Firms" list every year, since its inception in 2010.  
  
Firms included in the 2022 Edition of U.S. News - Best Lawyers® "Best Law Firms" are recognized for 
professional excellence with consistently impressive ratings from clients and peers. To be eligible for 
a ranking, a firm must first have a lawyer recognized in the current edition of The Best Lawyers in 
America©, which recognizes the top 5% of private practicing lawyers in the United States. This year, 
Pegalis Law Group had six attorneys recognized by Best Lawyers® for Plaintiffs Medical Malpractice 
and/or Plaintiffs Personal Injury Litigation: Steven E. Pegalis, Annamarie Bondi-Stoddard, Sanford S. 
Nagrotsky, James B. Baydar, Robert V. Fallarino and Gary M. Nielsen. 
 
"We are proud of this prestigious recognition," says Managing Partner, Annamarie Bondi-Stoddard. 
"We take great pride in our reputation with both the bench and the bar, our dedication to our 
clients, and the successes we have achieved, which help to ease the everyday burdens our clients and 
their families must endure through no fault of their own." 
 
The U.S. News - Best Lawyers® "Best Law Firms" rankings are based on a rigorous evaluation process 
that includes the collection of client and lawyer evaluations, peer review from leading attorneys in 
the field, and review of additional information provided by law firms as part of the formal submission 
process. Awards are bestowed in 75 national practice areas and 127 metropolitan practice areas. 
  

Pegalis Law Group, LLC is a New York law firm for those suffering as a result of avoidable medical errors and 
personal injury. In nearly 50 years of practice, we have won some of the largest verdicts in New York State 

history and strive for medical accountability to ensure safer medical practices for better patient care. Visit us 
at https://pegalislawgroup.com and on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 
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